Budget for $111,000 Campaign on Global Giving:

Full Matrix of Human Language Knowledge

Our urgent current needs involve cementing our technology to provide the best possible infrastructure and service for the most possible languages. When the coding is complete, we will be able to gather and share reliable data for all 7000 languages, in all sorts of extraordinary ways. This fund drive is aimed to take us through the final programming push, toward the point where we can move steadily and sustainably toward our goal, every word in every language.

Here’s what we need:

$12,000 for server space and network administration. Have you noticed how slow our site is? We sure have. The only fix is to ramp up our server setup to match the data load.

$99,000 for programming. Our system is good. We want it to be great. We have a big task list that will result in an unimaginably cool and thorough language resource for everyone. The work can be done quickly, and will be done well, but can’t be done for free.

That’s our budget. Thanks for your help.